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Giving Back: A
Chance to Grow
Critical thinking, persistence,
creative problem solving and learning
to deal with obstacles and challenges
are a few of the benefits of
community service projects.
Through service projects, students
come to understand how problems
that might seem impossible at first
can be addressed with everyday
actions. They enrich their own lives
and the lives of those around them.

How to Make Learning Cool!

Steps to Getting Started
• Identify a problem in your
community (Who needs help, what
do they need, how can you help
them?
• Develop strategic plan including a
long term mission statement,
several short term goals, action
steps to achieve your goals, and
timelines.
• Identify resources and build
relationships.
• Get started.
• Modify and adjust plans as needed.

Life isn’t always one day of excitement after another. It’s common for
gifted kids to complain about boredom. The primary issue is that they
are dissatisfied with the rate of their progress. For most of these
children, they learn a skill the first time it is shown to them (although
this is not always the case). So, what are the options?

Allowing students to step outside the
bounds of traditional learning
environments and venture out into
the “real world” empowers them to
take ownership of an issue they see
as important and make a diﬀerence
in the world.

•Start a journal or a blog where you can keep track of your ideas,
write poems, create stories or just doodle.

•Build a learning ladder. If you are studying about mosaics, you’ll
discover that some of the greatest mosaics are found in Hagia Sophia
in Istanbul, so go beyond the assignment and study about Hagia
Sophia and then Istanbul.
•Become an expert on your favorite topic by setting independent
study goals and developing projects on your own.
•Start your own special interest club outside of school. Lots of people
are interested in space exploration or animals.

•Ask teachers if there are other ways to present what you learn.
Instead of a report, could you build a diorama, write a play, create a
work of art, or develop a podcast?
•Teach yourself new technology. This is a very valuable skill and one
that is quite interesting.
It’s tough. Teachers are responsible for many students and try as
hard as they might, it’s not always possible to know what every
student needs. You however, are responsible for only yourself. Try
some of these tips and no griping about being bored!
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Developing
Cultural Fluency

Stress, Learning and the Gifted Child
To develop kids who are able to function
and appreciate diversity, we need to
incorporate more languages and cultures
into their education.
You want to start early. Most people
don’t realize that it is only face-to-face
interaction with a speaker of another
language that gives infants and toddlers
the exposure that hard-wires the sounds
of non-native languages in the brain.
While CDs and DVDs can be helpful in
learning a language later in childhood,
it’s more eﬀective to find native speakers
and interact with them directly.
Fill your home with items, music and
food from other places. Visit ethnic
restaurants with your kids and have
them meet owners/staﬀ from other
countries.
Host a student from abroad when your
kids are young. Having a beginning
English learner in your home can give
your kids a jump on language and
cultural development.
If it is financially feasible, travel abroad,
giving your children a chance to
experience other places firsthand.
Read books and blogs on the subject of
going abroad. You’ll find plenty of places
and people to discover while your family
has fun exploring and learning together.
Get started on your global journey today.

You’ve probably had at least one experience with your child where you left
the interaction thinking, “What did I do to create that response?” It usually
happens when a child is faced with an undesireable task… often nothing
really big and it explodes into a dramatic show of emotion on the part of
your child and you respond with either anger, bewilderment or frustration.
To understand how emotions and stress play into learning, we need to
understand how information is processed. All incoming information goes
first to the amygdala, where it is evaluated by person’s emotional state
before it can be passed into the prefrontal cortex—the “thinking brain”. In
other words, the amygdala sends incoming information not to the “thinking
brain,” but directly into the lower, reactive brain which contains the “fight
or flight” instinct. When stress is involved it gets complicated.
When we ask a child to perform tasks that cause stress, we may ignite the
fight or flight instinct in their brain. Many gifted students have heightened
reactions because of their increased reception of and reaction to external
input.
To help with managing stress, teach your child to identify the physical
warning signs such as headache, sweaty palms, and stomachache. When
working with younger children who may not be able to recognize these
physical signs in themselves, parents and teachers can train themselves to be
more aware of the physical manifestations of stress.
• Take note of what causes stress in the child and reduce or remove those
stresses.
• Introduce a completely new way of approaching the subject.
• Rethink the goal from the perspective of mastery rather than following
“the plan”.
• Teach anti-stress tools by modeling appropriate reactions to stress.
The goal is to help your child face the fear, create confidence, keep
perspective, and acquire some new coping skills. Understanding how stress
shuts oﬀ thinking can open up new approaches to learning.

We'd love to hear from you! Share your challenges,
questions, and success stories at Praeditus Feedback

